“WOMEN-ONLY” HOTEL (1:10)

You are going to hear a news report about a recently opened hotel in Saudi Arabia exclusively for women. For questions 1-7, complete the sentences with a maximum of 4 words each.

You have 30 seconds to read through the questions; then you will hear the recording twice; after the recording, you will have 30 seconds to complete your answers.

1. The response to the “women-only” hotel has been ________________________.
2. There’s a pool and spa with ________________________ classes.
3. The hotel wants to attract women on _______________ trips and local women coming ________________________.
4. Other hotels are only open to women on ________________________ or hours.
5. Inside the hotel, women can move around ________________________.
6. “Women-only” hotels already exist in _______________, ________________ and ______________.
7. In Teheran and Bombay, there are ________________________ exclusively for women.
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key: 1. overwhelming 2. yoga and fitness 3. business trips // for fun 4. certain fixed days 5. uncovered 6. America, Berlin and former Yugoslavia 7. taxi services